


Wow, what a busy couple of months! 

Club members have been involved in a 
ton of activities, including:

● Porsche Owners Driver Education 

● Porsche Centre Winnipeg Driving 
Experience at Gimli 

● Porsche Centre Winnipeg GTS 
Performance Street Drive 

● Dinner cruise to Oma's Schnitzel Stube in St- Pierre-Jolys 

● PCA Parade in French Lick, Indiana 

I guess this is what happens when we live in a climate 
where many of us can only drive our cars for the spring and 
summer months - that short time is packed with activities!. 

In this issue, you’ll read about  my experiences on the track  
I readily admit I know absolutely NOTHING about  
driving my car on a track and I do suggest every one of us 
can use a bit of instructions on the proper handling of our 
vehicles at speed. Plus, it’s fun!

We have more events coming up in the next few months 
such as our annual pool party, a drive to the Whiteshell, our 
Concours d’Elegance, a driving weekend in Bemidji, as 
well as some non-region specific outings such as another 
Porsche Owners Driver Education event, Rennsport 
Reunion, and PCA Escape. So please check the newsletter 
and the events section at  www.redriverpca.org for more 
information. Email announcements will also be sent by the 
organizer(s) as details are finalized. 

We are also pleased to present a new line of region-
branded apparel that our VP John Borody has put together 
for purchase. Details and ordering information can be 
found in this issue of the newsletter (see page 14) and on 
our website. 
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In other news... we have found a home! 

For the past several years, our club has been trying to find a 
suitable meeting place, with mixed success. Some of you 
may remember that we thought we had found a great 
meeting place -  until it closed due to bankruptcy a mere two 
days before our scheduled meeting!

Due to the size of the meetings and the need to have a 
closed off room for our meetings, the possible locations are 
limited, but I am pleased to report we have booked Triple 
B’s at Scurfield and Kenaston for our meetings till the end 
of the year, so please come join us for our monthly meetings  
on the first Wednesday of each month. (When that day is a 
holiday we move the meeting to the following week). 

On a more global note, June 13-14 was a great weekend for 
Porsche racing fans around the world! Porsche Motorsports 
achieved their 17th overall win (the most of any 
manufacturer) with a 1-2 finish for the 919 Hybrid in the 
LM P1 class at the 24 Hours of Le Mans.  The win was 
augmented by a 2nd place podium finish in the LM GTE 
Am class by Dempsey-Proton Racing in the #77 911 RSR.   

Closer to home, it’s been a great pleasure enjoying events 
with you over the past few months and for those who 
haven’t been able to do so, I  hope you can make it out to 
some of our future events and meetings

Waiyen. 

On the Cover...

Club members’ cars at the Pony Corral Cruise Night, June 28, 2015.

Photo by the Editor.
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Red River Region 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
1 July, 2015 

Primary Members: 189; Affiliates: 114; Total: 303 
We had 19 membership renewals last month. 

THE PCA NOW HAS OVER 71,000 PRIMARY 
MEMBERS! 

If you know, or see, someone with a Porsche, urge them to join 
our club. 

CONTACT: Malcolm, Membership Chair    
Tel: 204-488-9622      E-mail: PorscheMB@aol.com 

Welcome to our new members: 

· Shaun Babakhanians – 2014 Carrera S 
· Ken Batke – 2004 Boxster S 
· David Dalal – 2015Macan S 

· Greg Tuckwell – 2015 Caymen 
· Richie Woo – 1996 Carrera 

· Larry Adleman – 2004 Boxster 
· Scott Bias – 2014 Cayman S 
· Ken Kroeker – 2010 Carrera 
· Will Kurtz – 2004 Boxster 

· Terry Pullen – 2002 Carrera 
· Felix Sandron 2000 Boxster S 

IMPORTANT REMINDER 
If you change your address, phone number, e-mail, or the 
model of Porsche you own, please, update your data on the 
PCA website at www.PCA.org. This is so that we can 
communicate with you, and you will continue to receive 
PANORAMA delivered by Canada Post. 

 



An objective view can be a good 
thing to have, especially when it 
comes to a critique of your own 
work.

That’s exactly what I had last 
week, when the results of the 
newsletter contest were released 

after Parade. Our region is part of “Category II” with over 
30 regions, seven of which entered their newsletters in 
competition. We didn’t come last, but let’s just say that my 
placing as editor made the upper half possible, and leave it 
at that. However disappointing that was for me personally, 
I’ve tried to take away as much positive as I can, which I 
hope you’ll see in this issue.

First, we’ve switched to a serif font for the body text of 
articles as it was noted to me that this improves readability. 
Second, I’m trying hard to caption and credit photos 
wherever I can. Third - and this is an important one - I’m 
trying to renew our focus on the newsletter as an important 
tool for members to plan their club activities, and to be the 
source of record for activities past.

This means we’ll be emphasizing the events calendar as part 
of the newsletter, and trying to include a photo essay or 
story on as many of our club activities as we reasonably can. 
Our club is about our members and not just our cars, and 
everyone loves to see a picture of themselves or their 
Porsche in the newsletter, right?

So with that, I’ll leave you to the rest of the July/August 
issue of Ramblings. But before I do, I want to say “thanks” 
to all of you who have contributed articles or photos for this 
issue. I think the content we have for this issue is 
outstanding and I know you all will agree. Enjoy!

Dallas

RRR on the Web!

www.redriverpca.org
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I was fortunate to be able to attend two events at Gimli 
Motorsport Park in May, that were each quite different in their 
purposes and results. The first event made me question my own 
driving abilities while the second event convinced me I need a 
new car!!!

For the past four or five years, region member Rick Dobel, with 
generous assistance from Porsche Centre Winnipeg, has 
organized Driver Education sessions once or twice a year. The 
instructors, their cars and logistics are arranged through Jennifer 
Cooper from the Porsche Driving Experience arm of Porsche 
Canada. These sessions are open to Porsche owners and club 
members alike, and over the years a fair number of Red River 
Region members have enjoyed them.

For those who, like me, had not had the pleasure of attending 
these sessions before, I just want to reassure you this is not about 
racing your friends on the track. It’s about driver education and 
learning to control and use your high-performance car to the 
fullest. The instructors are EXTREMELY accomplished, capable, 
experienced racers and teachers who simply would not let us get 
into any sort of trouble. Above all, the safety of the participants is 
their primary concern. The drivers from Porsche Canada, 
Jonathan Urlin and Kees Nierop, were joined  by instructors Jeff 
McKague and Gerry Low. I had the pleasure of both riding with, 
and having my mistakes observed by, three of these four drivers 
and they were all extremely helpful.

While all four instructors have extensive backgrounds in 
racing and/or training race drivers, I have to admit I 
certainly felt a bit nervous when Kees climbed into the 
passenger seat of my car to offer tips for improvement. 
When someone who has raced in the famed 24 Hours of 
Le Mans and has won the 12 Hours of Sebring tells you 
“You are accelerating too early” you figure, yeah he 
probably knows a thing or two about driving and you 
graciously accept his advice. It’s a cliche, but in this case I 
can comfortably say that Kees has probably forgotten 
more about auto racing than I or any other novice can ever 
hope to learn in our lifetimes. It was truly a treat when, 
after a couple of my jerky and uneven laps, Kees asked if I 
would like him to drive. I had no idea my car could be as 
quick or perform as smoothly as when he drove it. I must 
admit I was a bit awestruck! 

Photos by the author
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So back to the point I made in the beginning of the article, that I 
question my own driving abilities. I learned from the 
professionals that speed is achieved by driving smoothly and 
“seeing” the straightest line through the corners. Yeah I heard and 
read that before but you really have no idea what that means until 
you’re on a closed track and trying to execute it. I noticed in my 
initial efforts I was pushing too hard, fighting the steering wheel 
and hitting my brakes too hard trying to keep my car on the track. 
Flat spotting one of my front tires was an expensive lesson. 

Another added treat was that I spent a good 5 to 10 laps right 
behind the 918 Spyder!!! Now that is one amazing machine but 
the only thought in my head as I was following it was “hmmm ... 
if I happen to get too close and damage it, I will likely spend the 
rest of my life paying for the repairs”. Needless to say I gave it 
plenty of room.

Towards the end of the day, in addition to having the instructors’ 
voices implanted in my brain with phrases like “that's right, feed 
smoothly into the turn and again out of it, no sudden motions” 
and “match your acceleration with the steering wheel,” I think I 
was getting the hang of it and was lapping relatively smoothly ... 
at least that's what I choose to believe.  

Congratulations to Rick Dobel for being crowned the new “King 
of Gimli” and to Paul Hepworth in capturing the b-side title 
(Crown Prince of Gimli???) in the friendly autocross-like 
competition held during a few of the breaks from lapping the 
track. In case you were wondering I ended in last place by virtue 
of not being able to follow the cones.

I have to thank Rick for organizing the event. He claims he does 
it for selfish reasons; to enable him the chance to “play” on the 
track but I know all the drivers that took part are very grateful for 
his efforts. And of course special thanks to Braeden Mueller and 
the rest of the staff of Porsche Centre Winnipeg for their support 
and assistance in making it a civilized outing. 

What we can learn on a closed track translates into making 
us better drivers on the road. I do recommend for everyone 
to attend a future session if you get the chance. It is an 
experience you will not regret but be forewarned, it is 
addictive and I certainly plan on attending this fantastic 
event again in future. In fact, Rick has arranged for 
Jonathan and Kees to make a return visit for August 24th 
and 25th for a full two-day event!  
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Porsche Owners Driver Education Day

May, 2015

Gimli Motorsport Park

Photo: Waiyen Chu
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The day after the Driver Education day in Gimli, Porsche Centre 
Winnipeg held a Driving Experience event to show current and 
prospective owners of Porsche what their cars are capable of on 
the track. I was fortunate enough to have been invited to attend. I 
guess my bribes of food and desserts for the staff at PCW are 
paying off! I do have to once again thank Braeden Mueller and 
the staff of PCW for inviting me along.

Porsche Canada provided drivers Jonathan Urlin and Kees 
Nierop as lead drivers and also trucked in ten cars - five Cayman 
S's and five 911 Carrera 4S's - so the twenty attendees were able 
experience the performance of both models. Both vehicles were 
equipped with the amazingly smooth shifting Porsche 
Doppelkupplung (PDK) transmission to enable even novice 
drivers to fully experience the performance of these beautiful 
cars.

While there was not an opportunity to match the two vehicles in 
the slalom course, the mid-engine Cayman S sliced through the 
cones effortlessly and weight transfer was steady and slight, the 
perfect demonstration of a well balanced car. I have a sneaking 
suspicion in that of the two models brought for the day, the 
Cayman S is the preferred vehicle in such an exercise.

The Carrera 4S was used to demonstrate the braking ability of the 
car. We were told to accelerate as hard as we can in a stretch of 
the track and then were told over the radio to brake hard and steer 
the car to either the left or right of the obstacle in front of us. The 
first several attempts ended with hilarious results as the roar of 
the engine as we accelerated drowned out the radio. We had to 
revert to hand signals! This exercise simulated an emergency 
situation where a child or animal jumps into the street and if the 
driver is paying attention, the braking system will allow him to 
steer clear of a potential accident.

Drivers were also given the chance to experience both 
models on the track. As a mid-engine car owner I was 
extremely surprised by the stability of the Carrera 4S. The 
Cayman S was extremely fun to drive on the closed course 
but did require a little more effort and the driver had to 
pay a little bit more attention to the ensure smooth 
cornering, while the all wheel drive and superior 
horsepower of the Carrera 4S made steering into and 
accelerating out of the corners almost effortless. 

While the event was not meant to force drivers to choose 
between the two platforms, it nevertheless demonstrated 
the differences in the abilities and technologies of the new 
cars, I have to admit I am leaning towards the C4S with 
PDK!  I WAS perfectly happy with my current car but 
after a few laps in these wonderfully machines, it has 
certainly got me thinking I need something with all the 
technological improvements of the past decade.
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Red River Region – PCA Activities. This list includes 
activities planned by our club, including those in 
partnership with the Porsche Club of America. There are 
many more events open to PCA members; please check the 
PCA calendar for other sponsored events, and keep in touch 
with us at redriverpca.org.

 August 30

Cruise Night @ Pony Corral

Contact: Malcolm Hinds

It’s PCA Night at the Sunday Cruise at Pony Corral,        
Grant Park Shopping Centre.

Show and Shine event runs from 4pm-9pm.

July 12 

Pool Party 

Contact: David Breed 

12 Oakmont Crescent, Headingley 

2pm onward.

David and Karen will be hosting a Pool Party for RRR - 
PCA members. This is a great opportunity for new 
members to get to know some of the Club members and 
for old friends to catch-up -- a fun time is guaranteed for 
all! Food is provided by the Club, but participants are 
requested to bring their own beverages and a chair. 

August 8 

Lake Cruise 

Peter Holle’s Cottage, Block 1, Lot 12

Barrier Bay / Dorothy Lake in north Whiteshell Provincial Park

Details TBA

Sept 13 

Concours d’Elegance and Garden Party

Contact: John Borody

St. Charles Country Club

Enjoy displaying your Porsche in elegant surroundings, 
meeting fellow enthusiasts, and partaking of a gourmet meal. 

August 5

Club Meeting

Triple B’s, 121 Scurfield Boulevard

6pm dinner, 7pm meeting

Regular monthly club meeting

August 27-30

Run for the Hills

Contact: redwing@blackhillsboots.com 

Run For The Hills is a Dakota Region driving and social 
event scheduled in the Black Hills of South Dakota. All 
profits go to charity. For two days we will explore some of 
the scenic, twisty roads that will take you past attractions 
like Mt. Rushmore, Crazy Horse Memorial, Custer State 
Park, Sturgis, and Spearfish Canyon.

Thursday, August 27 will be arrival day with a meet and 
greet at the K Bar S Lodge Friday and Saturday will have 
organized drives through the Hills, with dinner on your own 
Friday and a pizza gathering to unwind on Saturday.
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For me the benefits of the RRR-PCA, among many others, are 
the sharing of common passions along with ideas and 
suggestions for Club activities. 

I am relatively new to the club - having actively participated in 
meetings starting in 2014 and then deciding to become more 
engaged by taking on the Secretary function this year. So at 
times, when suggestions come forward, I am not sure we are 
breaking new ground or resurrecting past activities that have 
simply fallen by the wayside. 

At the May monthly meeting it was suggested we try to 
organize an autoslalom (also known as autocross) event. It was 
pointed out to me that as a club we used to put on such events  
and we should see if we can put them on again. Unfortunately 
some of the expertise has been lost, some of the necessary 
equipment (such as helmets and cones) needs replacing due to 
age, and some necessary items like timing equipment is not 
available.  So what to do? It was suggested I contact the 
Winnipeg Sports Car Club (WSCC). Now one may wonder, as I 
have, why in the heck the Club Secretary is getting involved in 
driver education/sport car events. Darn good question  but the 
Driver Education Chair position is vacant and Waiyen used his 
significant powers of persuasion to convince me to take this on! 

So the first order of business was to contact the WSCC.  I 
contacted the WSCC's President and Chief Instructor, Darin, 
who quickly put me in touch with the Auto Slalom Director, 
Beau.  One can get a pretty good feel for things just by an 
exchange of emails, and I have to say that Darin and in turn 
Beau have been extremely responsive and Beau has been very 
helpful and accommodating. So my sincere thanks guys.

 As the RRR-PCA, we had hoped to hold a member autoslalom 
event this year. Beau responded that this possible and the 
WSCC was willing to put on an autoslalom for us. 
Unfortunately we got on this a bit late and the timing / date 
offered was just too tight (and conflicted with a RRR-PCA 
event that has already been scheduled). So I will work with 
Beau over the next months to try and schedule an autoslalom / 
autoslalom school next year.  (I reported on this at the June Club 
meeting and certainly the sense I got was that we continue to 
pursue setting up this event.) 

HOWEVER  that does not mean we just have to wait for 
next year and for those so inclined we can get a little, or a 
lot, up on the learning curve regarding autoslalom! 

The WSCC has a number of upcoming autoslalom events, 
(July 5,14,25,26; August 8,9,15; September 12, 13, 20; 
most held at St. Andrews airport). This is a pretty active 
part of the WSCC! 

In addition the WSSC has two autoslalom schools where 
students receive in-car instruction for a full day. These are 
open to anyone.  Beau has invited any from the RRR-PCA    
to take part in any of these. The full WSCC   schedule can 
be accessed at www.wscc.mb.ca/autoslalom/.  

Beau can be contacted directly by email: 
autoslalom.director@gmail.com

Stay tuned for more autoslalom info as it becomes 
available!

By Richard Wansbutter
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Discounted rates for Red River Region PCA Members

By John Borody
Photo by the author

Wikipedia distinguishes cruising from regular driving by the 
social and recreational nature of the activity, which can be 
characterized by an impulsively random, often aimless course. In 
this case, it did have a planned end location, Oma's Schnitzel 
Stube in St. Pierre Jolys. It also provided some unplanned 
challenges for the drivers and passengers.

A total of 18 cars participated in the event with 32 members and 
guests. During a cruise, members follow a popular route during 
which they drive together, sometimes slowly, and bumper-to-
bumper, through small towns. On this evening that was the case, 
not by design but because of the weather.  We definitely had a 
chance to test our driving skills, our nerves and our capacities to 
deal with stress.

We left the “log cabin” McDonalds on Pembina highway under 
some dark clouds and after about 10 minutes en route ran into a 
torrential rain storm of Manitoba proportions. The heavy rain 
continued for most of the trip and of a few occasions the deluge 
was so hard we had to pull over to the side of the road and stop.  
The consensus by all of the drivers was the cars all performed 
well under these adverse conditions, which is a testament to the 
design teams at Porsche.

All of the cars made it to the restaurant, albeit some of 
them fell out of formation and found other routes to make 
the trip. The food was good and the conversation was 
lively.  We had many new members attend and it was a 
great evening of getting to know some new faces and 
reacquaint with other familiar club members.  Although 
most of us came from Winnipeg, one couple ventured out 
from Bemidji; their trip was in the sunshine!

Overall it was a good evening and it was capped off with a 
drive back to Winnipeg under a clear sunny sky.  Thanks 
to all who braved the elements and made this an enjoyable 
evening.  Many thanks to the new members who attended 
and we are looking forward to seeing you at other events 
and continue our conversations.
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Owning an older Porsche has its challenges, especially if 

it’s an older 928. It seems there is always something 

mechanical or cosmetic that requires some attention. 

When said 928 was purchased for about the price of a 

used 2005 Malibu, (no offence to Chevy owners) one 

tends to perform such repairs themselves rather than 

paying a professional. Recently I discovered that the 

rear shifter coupler was worn and needed replacing. It 

seemed logical as a worn rear coupler would result in a 

sloppy left to right motion in your shifter, and mine did 

(no jokes, please). For instructions, I always consult 

“Rennlist Forums” where Porsche enthusiasts post and 

discuss all things Porsche, including repair instructions. 

Apparently, all you have to do is remove the lock pin 

with an allen key and loosen the bolt on the rear shifter 

rod. Sounds easy enough, right?  It's a 928..  so, no! At 

least not for the back yard mechanic without access to a 

hoist. The coupler is on the top of the torque tube just in 

front of the gear box. The torque tube runs inside the 

centre hump in the floor of the car. So, you can imagine 

how little room there is to manoeuver your hands and a 

wrench in such a confined space while laying on your 

back, face up against the exhaust pipe.  The first thing 

was to “simply” pull back the boot. Simply?? It took 45 

minutes and a steady stream of choice words to coax the 

thing back. Once I had the boot pulled back, I 

discovered someone else had attempted to remove lock 

pin before me because there was a broken allen key 

inside of it. “DARN” said I (or something to that effect). 

Luckily the broken allen key came out with a pair of 

side cutters, but the lock pin was stripped and no allen 

key was going to remove it. I needed some sort of 

extractor tool. After visiting a couple of tool stores, I 

found an extractor set at Princess Auto that looked like it 

might work. And it did... like a charm. Once the lock pin 

was out, the coupler was easily removed and the new 

coupler installed without issue. I just needed to “simply” 

slide the boot back over the new coupler...  yeah, right. 

Another round of choice words got the job done. Now 

my shifter has a more distinct “H” pattern and shifts into 

reverse better too. Even though there were a few 

challenges with this job, I really did enjoy doing the 

work myself. Next, the Synchro rings. Not sure if I can 

do this job on my own...   any offers.

By Ray Larrivee - Photos by the author
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One man’s quest for an ‘80s 911

By Andy Tighe Photos by the author and Bonnie Tighe

So after thinking about it for years, saving for a while and 
seriously looking for about 9 months, I was finally able to do 
something I've always wanted to do, and buy an 80's 911. This 
was back in July 2010 when they cost less than a used Ford 
Escape! I've always wanted one (911, not Escape) as long as I 
can remember, and although I know there are faster cars and 
better handling cars, this was always going to be one that I had to 
own. The solid clunk the doors make when you close them is 
special, modern cars just don't do that.

Before I started looking for the 911, I did a lot of reading, enough 
to bore my wife considerably, but I narrowed the search to an 84-
89 car. The 78-83 SC had been the original target but I decided I 
wanted the bit extra power and the ability for a cheap horsepower 
boost in the future by means of a chip. I also decided I wanted a 
coupe over a Targa or a convertible (a roof could come in handy 
when upside down in a ditch), and I decided I wanted a black 
interior, sensible miles, bone stock and a solid history. All of a 
sudden I was being rather picky, and my criteria narrowed the 
search down to just a handful of cars, hence the 9 month search. 
(It's not that long. In my world, that's almost an impulse buy, ask 
me how long it took me to buy a VW Rabbit).

I trawled the ads of Kijiji (nationwide, one at a time), Craigslist, 
Oodle, the PCA, Excellence Magazine, Pelican Parts, even ebay 
from time to time, and toward the end even I just about gave up 
looking. I think my search criteria were a bit strict and searching 
for the right car was just eating up too much of my time. 
Eventually after a number of bum sellers I came across the car I 
now own, on the Pelican Parts Technical Forum. By now I had a 
standard questionnaire made up for these cars and I made contact 
with the owner, Howard, who was selling his black-on-black ‘88 
911 coupe with 123,600 miles, so he could purchase a 993 he had 
his eye on. For the first time ever, I found someone even more 
particular than me. Howard does everything properly, and filled 
me with confidence that everything he had done to the car over 
the last 5 years was proper and comprehensive. He supplied over 
a hundred hi-resolution photos, of anything I wanted pictures 
taking of, and answered any questions that I had. My kind of 
seller. 

I had previously been surprised how many owners could 
not be bothered to do anywhere near this much work. 
Perhaps I shouldn't have been. Most sellers would provide 
a handful of poor quality pictures and then gloss over the 
questions, which is no use when you are trying to buy a 
car without seeing it. Perhaps I expected too much, but I 
had a hard time pulling the trigger on a car when people 
couldn't be bothered to show it properly or provide all the 
details. 

A PPI was booked for Howard's car at IMA Motorsports in 
Chantilly VA, about a 30 mile drive from Howard's home 
in Maryland. It was recommended by a few people on the 
Pelican Parts Forum who had not previously dealt with the 
car or Howard. After the PPI, the results were almost 
perfect, except for one big thing. The leak down test 
indicated lower than normal compression and that this car 
needed new valve guides. Just like many 3.2's with a 
hundred thousand miles on them, oil was getting past the 
guides and being consumed. An easy $5k job back then, 
and that's if you do nothing else in there while you are at 
it, and if you do some of the work yourself.

IMA were still recommending that I go ahead with the 
purchase, providing I could negotiate the asking price to 
cover the work needed. Everything else on the car was 
good and they had certainly seen worse as far as valve 
guides went. The only other thing car needed was a pair of 
front tires, as the current tires were drying out and they 
knew we would be hitting the road for 2,000 miles. 

I did not expect to be able to buy the car. It was already at 
the upper end of my budget and I didn't want to be into it 
for another five grand. I discussed the situation with 
Howard. He understood the situation, and he was as 
disappointed as I was since he had no idea about the 
engine problem. I offered $5,000 less than the asking price 
and I left it with him. I'd already resigned myself to 
beginning a search again, in fact I was coming to terms 
with the fact that I was simply too picky to find a suitable 
car, and likely would give up. On the following Sunday 
morning, I received an email. The email basically said 
“let’s do it, let’s get on with life and both enjoy our new 
cars”. I couldn't believe it. A few phone calls were made to 
arrange some tires and another to buy a couple of plane 
tickets.
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By Monday afternoon Bonnie and I were on a plane to 
Washington. When we arrived we found our way to our truly 
terrible hotel in Maryland, while Delta got on with the task of 
losing the toolkit, (which is a story long enough to fill the 
newsletter on its own). Howard was kind enough to pick us up at 
the hotel the next day, and he took about 3 hours off work while 
we messed around with faxes to customs and MPI. It's worth 
noting that MPI required a fax of the title and bill of sale, and that 
emails were no good. It may be different by now, but how lucky 
we were that Howard owned a fax machine. Howard also helped 
us make a few final adjustments (wheel bearings) before we hit 
the road and he showed us how to check the oil, where the tools 
were, and how to charge the AC should we need to. He sent us 
away with a spare quart of oil (not enough!!) and a Bentley 
manual. A real stand up guy. 

So we left Maryland for Connecticut to visit some friends for a 
couple of days. We don't get down to that part of the US very 
often and since we were so close we figured it made sense to stop 
in. About half an hour in, the blazing sun got the better of us in 
our black on black car. The heat was also stuck on in the 
passenger footwell and the humidity was about 90%. Bonnie was 
already pricing out flights and preparing to leave me on my own 
for three days as the heat was just unbearable. We had to charge 
the AC. I found an auto parts store that had the refrigerant on the 
shelf and recharged it right there in the parking lot. You've never 
seen two people so happy. Not that the AC on these cars is ever 
that great but we were over the moon with the glimmer of cooler 
air. Once that was done we were a lot more comfortable and 
made the 350 miles to CT in good time. The car cruised great on 
the highway and just ate up the miles. After a quick two day visit 
and a load of hassle trying to get the toolkit back from Delta 
(they would do well to look at a map before shipping things), we 
were on the road again, this time for 1,750 miles back to 
Winnipeg. 

After all the hassle of getting the toolkit back we didn't actually 
need it in the end. The car ran flawlessly (except for oil 
consumption) and in the first two days we ate up 650 miles a day. 
Then the final 450 home to Canada. It's a very comfortable 
highway cruiser and at the end of each day you didn't feel too 
bad. I was pleasantly surprised. The only hassle was having to fill 
it up with oil each time we filled it with fuel. 

Customs was a breeze, the key there is to do everything by the 
book, smile and be pleasant, although they did question the price 
and they did ask for copies of the original ad and correspondence 
with the seller. Fortunately we had all of this as I'd read we might 
need it. I think customs officers all think because its a Porsche it 
must be worth a fortune. 

We had a quick photo shoot with the car in front of the 
welcome to Manitoba sign and then we were away for the 
last hour back to Winnipeg. After so many miles of smooth 
American highway, you sure notice the bumps on the 
Canadian side.

The following winter, Geoff Reimche and his mate Dave, 
plus a buddy of mine Dale, dropped the engine from the car 
and stripped it down to the case and cylinder heads. I ran it 
down to Aaron Hatz at Flat 6 in Minneapolis, and had a 
reasonably comprehensive rebuild done, including rod 
bolts, shells, timing chains, ramps, head studs, a three angle 
grind on the valve seats and of course replacement of the 
valve guides. The cylinders were also re-plated and a 
number of sensors, bearings and seals were changed. Aaron 
was a great guy to deal with and understood that this was 
not a blank check project. Between us, we were able to 
decide what to tackle and what to leave alone, and I never 
once felt as though I was paying for something without 
good reason. In fact there were a few instances where 
Aaron point blank said, “you don't need it, don't believe 
what you read on the internet” and “it's a waste of money, 
we'd be better off to spend it on x instead”. In the spring the 
work was done, this was a small job for Aaron who spends 
years working on his clients cars with much bigger budgets 
than mine. 

After a week of reassembly, a 500 mile run in period and a 
couple of short interval oil changes, the car has ran 
flawlessly year after year. It consumes virtually no oil 
between changes, which is great since even from the 
factory the owner's manual stated they consumed a quart 
every 1,000 miles! I think I'm doing much better than that. 
The car is a hoot to drive once its warm, and it makes some 
good noises between 4k and 6k rpm. 

About once a year I tackle a job on the car, and have 
replaced fuel lines, rear suspension bushings, and the 
exhaust silencer. I've even installed a child seat anchor in 
the car so I can take my daughter Lizzie for ice creams. She 
loves it. By the time you read this, I think Lizzie will have a 
sibling, and so I've started working on another project, a 
1977 VW Rabbit (it's at least got four real seats). Hopefully 
I'll get it out to a club meeting before the end of the year 
but it depends on how much time I have on my hands this 
year. I don't think there will be so much.
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Congratulations to Andy and Bonnie on the recent birth of 
their daughter Charlotte, who will join her big sister Lizzie as 
a new Porsche passenger  - Ed. 



Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought 
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and 
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content. 
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your 
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month 
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other 
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to 
newsletter@redriverpca.org.
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986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper 
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 99-
04. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts. 
Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar 
dash cam of equivalent value

Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca 

PORSCHE Tequipment 911 
964 993 968 928 Aero Mirror 
Cover Set—Made in Germany 
(with embossed Porsche 
Crest). From Germany, from 
the TEQUIPMENT line long 
since discontinued from 
Porsche. This is possibly the 
only NEW set in existence. Fits 
911 (1989-98), 968 (192-95), 
928 (1992-95). No compromise to proper fit and finish when it’s 
Genuine Porsche. $399. Porscheclub@mac.com

Direct from Italy for your 
PORSCHE interior. Three jars. 
One to clean, shine and protect 
against environmental elements; 
one as a conditioner and softener, 
and one as a color restorer. A 
natural based product that uses 
no chemicals, colorings, silicones, 
waxes or artificial ingredients.  
$119 for the set. 204-254-5178 or email: 
porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE 911 / 930 (1984-1989) 
OEM Factory Tool Pouch & Complete 
Tool Kit—Made In Germany. Even the 
OEM belt and fuses are in place in this 
rare complete 20-piece kit.

$999. Porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE 356 DISTLER 
Electromatic 7500 1:18 
P O R S C H E  D E S I G N  
Driver's Selection. This 
"electric" model is a time 
capsule with its original 
tissue covering. Not one 
scratch or fingerprint 
a n y w h e r e .  A l l  
documentation. Even the 
original box sleeve. $999. Porscheclub@mac.com

MATRIX 3-Axis Accelerometer (World's Only 
Wireless). BRAND NEW sealed box. 
Measures 0-60, 1/4 Mile (time & speed), 
Braking force, G-Force, Horsepower. The 
cordless feature makes it easy to use in 
several different forms of transportation on the 
same day and at the same event. $199. Call 
Kevin @ 204-254-5178 or email:porscheclub@mac.com

2003 PORSCHE 911 (996) TWIN TURBO with X-50 
Power Kit – 450 h.p. Black Coupe with rare Special 
Order Red Leather interior; pristine condition inside and 
out, and low, low miles – only 14,327 miles (23,487 Km). 
6-speed manual; power sliding roof with tilt; power seats 
with memory function; aluminum look interior & dials; 
stored in winters; no smokers; Porsche crest in head 
rests; bi-Xenon headlights. N1-rated Michelin Pilot Sport 
t i r e s .  O r i g i n a l  
w indow s t i cker.  
Selling for health 
reasons. Asking 
$54,995. Location: 
10 Km North of 
W i n n i p e g .  C a l l  
Lloyd for details: 
(204) 467-8856.

CLUB APPAREL
Club VP John Borody has arranged for production of 
some amazing branded apparel for purchase by Club 
members. Items include polo shirts, jackets and hoodies in 
men’s and ladies’ styles, in regular and high-performance 
fabrics. Pricing is competitive and time is limited - you 
can order online at the Club’s website: 
www.redriverpca.org/shop-new

www.redriverpca.org/shop-new/
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996 Carrera2 MK2 bumper cover and decklid (w/ 
spoiler and motor). Both in black and very good 
condition. Asking $125 for the bumper cover and $275 
for the decklid. Both boxed and ready for transport.  Call 
Joe @ 204-795-7551 or email rsa@mymts.net



If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

For questions about club events, please email events@redriverpca.org

As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.
IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN

SEE THE PCA WEBS ANY
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF  TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org

ITE FOR   EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD

(Locations TBA by email)
7:00 p.m. Weds., Aug. 5, 2015  &  7:00 p.m. Weds., Sept. 2, 2015

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson

LRichardson@towereng.ca

Kim Fritze
612-275-4891
Zone10rep@gmail.com

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org

President
Waiyen Chu
Waiyen.pca@gmail.com

Treasurer
David Breed
DavidBreed@shaw.ca

Past President
Geoff Reimche
Geoff.pca@gmail.com

Please feel free to join us earlier for refreshments before the meeting begins.

Club Meetings:

Secretary
Richard Wansbutter

richard@wansbutter-and-associates.com

Social Chair
Yvonne Friesen
yhfriesen@gmail.com

Vice-President
John Borody

jaborody@mymts.net

The Red River Region respects your privacy. When you provide us 
with your email address, we will use it to communicate with you about 
Club issues and activities, and we may share it with the Porsche Club 
of America  as necessary to administer the activities of the Club. 

EMAIL ADDRESSES

Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are 

those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Red River 

Region or PCA. The Red River Region is not responsible for any 

services or merchandise advertised herein. The word “Porsche” is 

used herein solely to identify a make of automobile and does not 

indicate an affiliation or relationship with the manufacturer or 

distributors.

Webmaster
Andreas Kottschoth

webmaster@redriverpca.org

Editor
Dallas Ewen
newsletter@redriverpca.org

JOIN THE CLUB!
Contact Membership Chair Malcolm Hinds
or
Join online at www.pca.org

IT’S EASY!
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The new Porsche Cayenne Diesel redefines what it means to be an SUV. It comes
equipped with a 3.0L V6 turbodiesel engine with common rail injection system that
turns out 406 lb.-ft. of torque giving you exhilarating acceleration and superior
towing capabilities. Even with all this power it remains remarkably fuel efficient --
6.7 L/100km highway and over 1,400 km cruising range* in a single tank. It sets
new boundaries in a category all its own. Porsche. There is no substitute.

©2012 Porsche Cars Canada, Ltd. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. *Fuel economy based on Transport Canada estimates. Actual mileage and range will vary.


